one

I chose
the One.

> MENU

MADE IN ITALY

Personalization/insertion of user names in
Contacts with ordering function, ring/audio
(volumes, tones ...) language, and font type.

one

> LOCK
Electrical lock opening, door lock release

> CONTACTS
Open your agenda to access
intercommunicating calls, auto switch-on of
display, activations, exchange reservations ...

> SPEAKER
Typical videointercom functions, such as auto
switch-on of display in last external station,
activate conversation, end conversation ...

I chose the One.
MyLogic One is the start of the myLogic range, a flexible family with
a complete videointercom offer, from basic internal units to home
automation terminals.
Aci Farfisa presents the ML2002C: the new colour videointercom that
effectively matches a modern look with total ease of use and installation.

OSD

On Screen Display

Thanks to the OSD technology you can programme
functions in a very simple way with myLogic
One. The OSD technology makes it possible
to overlap an image (typically a menu) on the
image displayed on screen and intuitively select
actions with the function keys, for example,
adjust brightness while displaying the image.

The myLogic ergonomic design is an undisputed success, refined and
versatile, hands-free, available with silver grey frame, surface or flush
mounted or with an elegant table adaptor and other dedicated accessories
from the myLogic line.
Simplicity in all aspects is the main feature of ML2002C: intuitive
operation with functional keys is guaranteed by the user interface with
OSD technology (On Screen Display) available in multiple languages.
With a large 4.3” LCD screen the monitor uses Duo System Color digital
technology with just 2 non-polarized wires. It is compatible with the
PDX2000 exchanger and rapid to install as it can be directly connected
to the riser just like any traditional monitor. The ML2002C delivers
typical videointercom functions, such as conversation, door lock release,
intercommunication, auto switch-on of display, ring tone deactivation,
audio and picture brightness adjustment, together with many other
operational features.

DOOR STATIONS

Digital door-keeper exchanger

All of this means savings and speed during installation and even greater
choice.

PDX2000

ML2002C
Dim: mm 154x154x30
Colour: white

INSTALLATION ELEMENTS AND ACCESSORIES
system
color

ML2083
Back box for myLogic monitors.

Colour hands-free myLogic One videointercom for Duo System Color with
OSD technology. 4.3” screen, 16:9 format. 4 function buttons for the classic
videointercom functions (door-lock, intercommunication, auto switch-on
etc..). Compatible with the PDX2000 digital door-keeper exchanger.

MC2000T
Silver colour plastic cover for myLogic monitors. It allows the personalization of the videointercom,
by changing the one supplied with the monitor.

WA2160W
White wall adaptor for surface mounting of myLogic monitors. Made in plastic, it can be used
in all the surface mounting installations of myLogic monitors, instead of the flush mounting.

TA2160
Table adaptor for myLogic monitors, to be mounted with WA2160W, supplied with connection cables.

myLogic with ML2083 built-in back box

myLogic with WA2160W wall adaptor for surface
mounting

myLogic with TA2160 table adaptor

capolinea.it

Aci Farfisa:
the quality of Made in Italy
For almost half a century the Farfisa trademark has been
synonymous with the production at national and
world level of equipment and systems for Videointercom,
Access Control, Telephony, Security and now also
Home Automation, developing and integrating new
technologies to match market needs with careful
cutting-edge solutions.
At Aci Farfisa we proudly believe in the value of Made in
Italy as undisputed sign and warranty of high quality:
all videointercom products are designed and manufactured
in Osimo (Italy), the company is ISO 9001 certified.

MADE IN ITALY
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